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Dear ABC,
Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com
We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true Vedic principles on the internet since 2000
and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. As per your requirement, we have
prepared the following report for you:
BUSINESS FORTUNE & KARMA READING WITH PREDICTIONS -5 YEARS
AREAS OF WORK SUITABLE FOR MAXIMUM SUCCESS/LEAST RESISTANCE:
Business/Career in areas related to the following [given in decreasing order of preference] or a suitable
combination of them will be good for you:
Foreign trade
Online business
Property transactions
Jobs in academics and multinational companies
Creativity/media/publishing
Software engineering industry
Show business/fashion garments/ornaments
Investments, banking and property
Medicine and all allied areas
Hospital equipments
Sports related accessories
Legal service
Manufacturing units
Statistical Analysis
Transport industry
Textiles industry
Polymer industry
Sophisticated arts
SUITABLE CAREER ROUTE -- COMPARISON BETWEEN VARIOUS OPTIONS:
Business:
An intelligent and analytical mind and good administrative ability and capacity for sincere hard work are your
strong points.
The luck and attitude needed for success in business is favorable for you. Growth in business will be visible from
Novmber 2016.
Independent Profession:
Independent profession is a highly competitive field.
Your skill sets are good but do not promise automatic salability or competitive edge needed for an independent
career.
This point will be of specific importance in the current market scenario.
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Service:
All of your natural or acquired attributes support a career in service in an influential post. You will not be able to
work under the superiors.
You are particularly suited to working in organized and well managed sectors dealing with matters of intellectual
application of the mind.
Stability of a career in service is assured, dependable and growth oriented than in other two areas.
Recommendation:
You should opt for businessÂ or serviceÂ in the suggested fields as the only source of your income.
Business would be quite successful one.
Note:
The readings given below are based on the understanding that the guidelines given above are followed.
Otherwise the readings may vary WIDELY in Nature, degree and timing.
BUSINEES AND CAREER OVERVIEW FOR NEXT FIVE YEARS
[1ST December 2014 - 30TH November 2019]:
As per the planetary position in your birth horoscope you are under the influence of the major period of Saturn for
nineteen years from 17 January 2010 to 17 January 2019. Saturn is the ruling planet of the fourth and fifth house.
The fourth house basically covers matters related to your parents, domestic harmony and the level of happiness
in life. This house is called as SukheshÂ means the house which gives happiness from all luxuries in house,
conveyance, comfortable life and luxuries, domestic happiness, education which gives satisfaction means
education of own choice. This house also represents mother, property, home atmosphere, domestic happiness,
female family members, parliament, attainment of post, thrown and improvement in the standard of living.
The fifth house is the house of education for a child, birth of children for a young person and spirituality in middle
and old age. This house indicates worship of God. The fifth house represents the higher education, intelligence,
emotions, karmas of previous life, change or break in professional life and Body Part: upper abdomen. This
house basically covers matters related to your children, status and creative powers. This house represents loving
relationships, love marriage, social networking, authorship, media studies and creativity.
Saturn is in its exaltation sign Libra and is in conjunction with Mercury and Venus.
The major period of Saturn is favorable for these locations of your life. The following business/career options
shall bring financial gains:
1. Academics/creativity
2. Computer/technical fields
3. Property transactions
4. Media/show business
5. business of vehicle, electronic home appliances and computers
6. A job in your field of expertise
7. Gains from property/house rent/fixed assets
DETAILED READINGS FOR NEXT FIVE YEARS:
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As per your chart you are under the influence of the major period of Saturn and the sub-period of Mercury from
20 January 2013 to 30 September 2015.
Mercury is the ruling planet of the ninth and twelfth house.
The ninth house basically covers matters related to your level of luck, interest in religion & spirituality and level of
morality. This house is also called as the house of fate and destiny. This house signifies the father, luck, spiritual
tendencies, devotion, learning, pilgrimages and association with religious people. In modern context this house
indicates events management, show business, long distance trips, jobs in voluntary organizations, charity, social
network, global connections and jobs in multinational companies.
The twelfth house is the last house of the horoscope. It brings expenditure on health and family needs, disturbed
sleep, worries, investment, hospitalization, foreign journeys, getting settled in a foreign country, trade with a
foreign country, love and physical chemistry between the couple, spiritual practitioners the events beyond your
control. In modern context the twelfth house indicates jobs in agencies funded by foreign investors, corporate
sector and multinational companies.
These locations of your life energize during this period.
This period indicates changes in personal and professional life. You might get migrated, get transferred in job or
get new job opportunities. This period will make you successful in foreign ventures. There are chances of getting
benefits from the foreign associates/partners. Jobs in multinational companies and hospitals will bring substantial
growth. You may come into contact with strangers. Long distance travel will be beneficial. Rise in expenses may
bother you. A small increase in income could make a big difference if you use this money wisely. Creating a
personal budget will help improve your situation for some time to come. Making economies wonâ€™t necessarily
lower your standard of living.
During this period you will take interest in higher learning, charity, spiritual practices and enhancing your social
connections. You may get involved with a humanitarian project unexpectedly, or perhaps decide to learn some
important new computer skills. You'll be particularly aware of the company you keep, and you could be making
some changes.
Career prospects will be good during January-September 2015.
This is a favorable period for the growth in career. This is a time to follow your dreams and ideas, and to plant a
seed in the form of a wish for the future. A job in academics, publishing, or teaching could be right up your alley
now. Look for opportunities to increase your income with commission, to work remotely or perhaps to score a
long-term freelance assignment. Money prospects will also be good. You will get co-operation from seniors and
people in influential positions. You can make great progress and business prospects will be very good. You might
have to shoulder an important responsibility.
There will be an increase in your workload due to rise in your goodwill. You will be very active and busy during
this time. You may gain a lot of success in business/job and shall earn favors of your senior officers and
authorities. This will prove to be an action-oriented period for you. You might undertake journeys in connection
with your business, which will be very rewarding and fruitful.
You will be under the influence of the sub-period of Ketu from 30 September 2015 to 8 November 2016.
Ketu is in the ninth house.
The ninth house basically covers matters related to your level of luck, interest in religion & spirituality and level of
morality. This house is also called as the house of fate and destiny. This house signifies the father, luck, spiritual
tendencies, devotion, learning, pilgrimages and association with religious people.
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In modern context this house indicates events management, show business, long distance trips, jobs in
voluntary organizations, charity, social network, global connections and jobs in multinational companies.
The sub-period of Ketu will energize these locations of your life. Career prospects will be good during this period.
You can be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work related or community
oriented. Your outlook will be optimistic and your enemies will be in trouble during this period. You will come into
contact with higher officials and authorities. Your fame and reputation will be on an increase. Financially this is a
favorable period for you. There will be expansion in the trade or will get job promotions.
This period brings a fabulous opportunity, luck, transformation, and good-karma kickbacks. Someone you helped
could return the favor with a beautiful and unexpected hookup. If you have held onto negative or limiting beliefs
around money, you can shed some of that baggage. Keep the faith and be willing to experience miracles.
You may get involved with a humanitarian project unexpectedly, or perhaps decide to learn some important new
computer skills. You'll be particularly aware of the company you keep, and you could be making some changes.
You will be under the influence of the sub-period of Venus from 9 November 2016 to 9 January 2020.
Venus is the ruling planet of the first and eighth house.
The first house represents the physical body, complexion, health, nature of an individual, longevity, the personal
development of the person and the character as a whole. This house basically covers matters related to your
personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic strength of your horoscope.
The eighth house represents the longevity, sudden fall, secret aspects of life, wealth of spouse, disgrace,
change, unorthodoxy, inheritance, adjustment in married life, controversy, legacies, sudden financial gains,
prolonged illnesses, inherited diseases and conjugal life. This house basically covers matters related to unknown
or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned wealth, property and luck. The eighth house of the horoscope is known
for struggle, hidden enemies, inherited health problems, joint finances & monetary gains from property, long term
investment, banking, fixed assets, sudden expenses, parent property and ill health of elderly people in family.
During the sub-period of Venus these locations of your life will energize.
This period brings growth, achievements and throughout success. There could be a professional high point for
you, and you could receive an offer, a promotion, or an opportunity to be publicly acclaimed for your work.
Adapting to new techniques and ideas shall make you move closer towards your professional goals. Your
popularity will increase and you will be highly appreciated by your seniors. An exciting job offer, recognition or
promotion is also possible. You could also be benefited through freelancing, social networking and creative work.
Career prospects will be good in computer, vehicles, electronic home appliances, property business, media,
publishing and creativity related fields. The people around you will realize your true worth and this will be
gladdening to you and will be a strong motivating factor for you to keep giving your best consistently. This is the
best period for you to travel. Just let go and enjoy the happiness that comes your way. At last you can relax and
enjoy the success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time. This period will also bring
you in the midst of famous people. Your efficiency will be appreciated by others.
This period shines a light on your financial management, assets, investments, and property. You are on a roll
with creating new opportunities and even gaining prestige or recognition for your work. Career is the strongest
focus of the period. You will implement new systems that help your life run smoothly. It will be easier to navigate
work and money-related issues. You can actually charge what your worth.
This will be a favorable period for buying an office, land, vehicle or making long term investments. You will
sharpen your professional skills, attend number of social events and build new relationships. You will meet some
well-known and influential people of society those will be helpful for you to gain new projects.
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You are advised to bring about some structural changes in your work so that your resources give you best
possible output.
This is a favorable period for gains from the past investments. You will be able to reap a good harvest from a
property transaction. The past investments shall also mature and you may fetch a high value out of it.
This period will be favorable for the gains from the passive sources of income from banking, long term
investments, house rent and property transaction. Value of your assets will also increase. Health needs to be
watched. Cash inflow will be good, but you should keep a tab on your expenses. You may start to seek passive
income, ways of making money while you sleep. Just beware of pyramids and get-rich-quick schemes. Avoid
speculation and stock market investments. Avoid income from unjust means.
Note:
Karma is your actions in the past and present, and you can improve their effects by suitably altering your actions.
A. Things you should do for better success in career:
Be tolerant and patient.
Focus on team work and attain good working relationship with all.
Be helpful to get help.
Respect seniors adequately and at all times.
The progress may come in the form of a change to a higher paying job or a change of role or project in the
current job with more responsibility and better pay.
At work in any job or role, current or new, you will face major obstructions from colleagues and many restrictions
and criticisms from superiors.
Many situations of differences and even controversies will develop.
B. Things to avoid for better success:
You have a strong tendency to go to either extreme of any issue or situation.
You will refuse to remain on the middle of the road and take the ration golden path.
This attitude must be changed.
You must avoid being combative when simple dialogue and quiet listening can sort out problems.
Avoid being selfish or difficult at work.
You will do very good work but you will face various obstructions, challenges and restrictions from colleagues
and superiors.
You must act with much patience, tact and tolerance.
Otherwise both colleagues and superiors, especially seniors will give you a very hard time.
Maintain professional peace and stability.
Try and maintain patience, tolerance and balance with sufficient tact.
Take focused care to avoid communication failure.
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Best Regards,
Pt. Punarvasu

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at
huge discount and many other benefits.

You may also like:
Detailed Horoscope Reading
Career Analysis Report
Composite Astrology report (a more than 40 page life report for you)

Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist.
Any discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.

You may also be interested is
Our other Consultation related reports
Specific questions Career-questions
Health –questions Urgent Questions
Love Questions
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